Write a fairy tale using this checklist to help guide you:

- I have a **title**.
- I draw **detailed pictures** to match my fairytale.

I **begin** my fairytale with a:

- **fairy tale sentence**
- **descriptive setting**
- **character** who is **good**
- **problem**

In the **middle**, I write:

- **magical events** that happen
- a **fairy tale character** who is **evil**
- **order words** to show time:
  
  *First, next, last*
  
  *First, then, finally*

In the **end**:

- I tell how the **problem is solved**.
- I have a **fairy tale ending**.
Spelling
- sight words
- sound out words

Punctuation
- end marks . ! ?

Capitalization
- Sentences begin with a capital letter.
  
  The dog ran.

- Names begin with a capital letter.
  
  Sam

- The word I has a capital letter.
  
  Sam and I went to the park.

Penmanship/Neatness
- neat handwriting
- finger spacing